
 



CONTROL ROOM 

This is the Control Room. 

…From here you have control over the all of the lab’s security, communications, doors- y’know all that 

stuff. Over here are the camera monitors and a map of the bunker’s layout, make sure you keep an eye 

on them. That’s your main job. If a lockdown happens to occur, it’s up to you to keep the threat 

contained. This is very important, okay? The things we do down here can get out of hand quickly if not 

dealt with immediately- don’t take this job lightly. 

If it comes down to it, we’ll do our best to keep everyone safe, but you’ll need to navigate us as you’ll be 

the one with the cameras and controls. Remember, if this happens, our lives are in your hands. Don’t go 

locking doors while we’re out there, okay? We’re trusting in you for that. 

This is the most secure room in the bunker, so as long as you do your job you should be able to keep us 

all safe, but if it comes down to it, we have a security pistol for you over here. Again, this should only be 

used as a last resort. 

Well, I’ll leave the rest to you, techy. Remember, keep your eyes on the cameras. If you need anything, 

you can use the intercoms to reach me. 

Genre: Survival Horror 

Platform: PC, PS4, Xbox One 

Number of Players: Single-player, Online-Multiplayer potential 

Camera: First Person 

Length of Play: 10 minutes per round; infinite replayability 

Target Rating: (M) Mature 

Hooks: 

 Interact with several unique in-game interfaces to control and observe the laboratory 

 Walk and look around freely using FPS controls 

 Keep infected from breaching doors and infesting different areas of the bunker using military 

and resettable defense systems 

 Communicate and command military units through intercom systems 

 Send units to reset traps and repair destroyed power and transmission rooms. 

 Player can leave control room to reset traps and repair rooms themselves, but are extremely 

vulnerable with no map or reach of controls. 

 While transmission room is intact, intercoms can be found throughout hallways to communicate 

with military units 

 Military units can be told to move to different areas of the lab for offense and defense from 

infection 

 Player wins as long as he is alive when the rescue team arrives, regardless of the state of the 

laboratory and the military 

 If Electrical Room is destroyed, the laboratory loses power and the interfaces shut down 

 If Transmission Room is destroyed, intercoms stop working and military will improvise 

 Difficulty increases over time, making full or partial infection inevitable 

 If players leave the Control Room, they can gather weaponry from the bunker’s Armoury 
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 Traps can be triggered from the control room, but will need to be reset manually by units or the 

player 

 High streaming / “Let’s Play” potential 

Player Goals: 

 Survive until the rescue team can arrive 

Additional Sources of Revenue: 

 DLC – Other maps / scenarios 

 Merchandise, concept books 

The Story: 

Having prestigious qualifications and work experience in the 

field of Security and Advanced Technology, the player is 

recruited by the government as the lead Tech Security 

specialist for classified experimental projects taking place 

inside a secret underground bunker. Their job is to supervise 

the laboratory from the Control Room, making sure all 

precautions are taken to ensure minimal threats of 

contamination and outbreak. 

Sergeant DeRose, leader of the bunker’s military unit, introduces the player to the Control Room, 

explaining that the military unit is at the player’s disposal, ready to fight and die for the security of the 

lab- though would prefer not to die if possible. 

When a lockdown occurs on their first day, the player must use strategic thinking and reflexive actions 

to keep the infected hordes from overwhelming the lab and inevitably reaching the Control Room. 

However, with rescue on the way, the player knows they’ll be safe if they can survive long enough. Using 

the bunker’s built-in defenses and the military’s obedient resilience, the player must use these resources 

effectively for any chance of escape. 

When the military has fallen and defenses have become unreliable, the player will have no choice but to 

fight- whether that be defensively from the control room, or facing the infected head on with the 

weaponry found inside the bunker. 

Gameplay: 
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The Control Room itself has a variety of unique interfaces and monitors, giving the player control over 

the entire laboratory and its’ security. Using these different interfaces, they are able to lock doors, 

trigger defensive traps, and communicate with military units A, B, C, and D. 

The monitors in the Control Room give the player vision of the many corridors of the bunker, as well as 

an overview map of the bunker’s layout. Using this information, the player can command the military 

units to move to different areas of the bunker through the many intercoms found within the bunker. As 

well, the player can trigger traps that will kill off any infected within that area, but the traps must be 

manually reset by either the military units, or the player. 

Though the player is safest when inside the Control Room with all doors locked, they may be forced to 

leave the safety of the Control Room to restore power, repair intercom transmission, or simply hide 

from the infected. Thankfully the player is given a Security Pistol, but if they plan to face hordes of 

infected, stronger weaponry will be needed from the bunker’s Armoury. 

When navigating the bunker’s corridors, the player will be extremely vulnerable, having no access to a 

map, or any of the Control Room’s special interfaces. However, if they find any of the intercoms around 

the bunker, they can still command the military units. 

There are three rooms in which the infected can spawn from: The Research Lab, Experimentation Lab, or 

Containment Lab. As time goes on, the amount and frequency of infected spawned will increase. By the 

time the rescue team arrives, it will be unavoidable that the infected has breached at least the majority 

of the bunker. The difficulty will increase to the point that survivor is a questionable possibility- but with 

different experiences each play-through. 

Inspirations and Points of Reference: 

 Five Nights At Freddy’s 

 F.E.A.R. 

 Half-Life 

Building on Experience: 

Ignition Head Studios was founded in April of 2016 with the intention of gathering only the most 

ambition game developers driven to surpass the competition. Having published to the mobile market 

with several other projects underway, Ignition Head Studios is forcing the limits of possibility. 

About Ignition Head Studios: 

Ignition Head Studios consists of award winning game designers and developers, as well as those striving 

for improvement within the gaming industry. The company holds only the highest expectations of its 

products and associates, while striving for an overarching humanistic approach to development and 

production. 


